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Since last year, we have resumed use of a two tier publication system, whereby we have continued
to offer full Open Access publication to those authors willing to contribute financially to support this
option, while providing authors with the alternative choice of free publication without Open Access for
those who prefer not to pay [1]. However, MDPI fully supports the Open Access publication model
and its journals have been well-know fully Open Access publications for many years, which raises the
question: can we find a way to make our journals fully Open Access again?
One option is to publish those papers whose authors do not want to pay Open Access publishing
fees in non-Open Access form for a certain period of time, before making them Open Access — so
called “delayed Open Access”.
Because we would ultimately grant Open Access to these papers, we consider that there should be
some restrictions for papers accepted for processing in this fashion:
1. These papers should be recommended by referees as quite high quality papers.
2. They should be recommended by the Editors as high quality papers with extensive literature
reviews and full experimental details [2].
3. They would be quickly processed by the editorial office as Full Papers with reasonably large
amount of contents and theoretical, computational and/or experimental details. This has been
stated in the “Aims and Scope” of our journals [3,4]. See also my first editorial policy statement
[5].
The unconditional full Open Access publishing unfortunately has been abused by some authors who
after publication then refused to pay any fees, in many cases after agreeing to do so in writing [1]. The
choice to publish in non-Open Access form can also be abused by authors who want the papers to be
published but do not necessarily wish them to be very accessible (usually short papers or those of
lesser quality). If we want to make our journals fully Open Access again, we will feel very strongly
that we must discourage submission of these low quality or short papers.
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As always, we welcome our reader’s opinions on these matters. Messages with a suitable Subject
header should be sent to lin@mdpi.org.
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